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A younger leader with a majority in parliament provided basis for more vigorous

foreign engagement seen under PM Narendra Modi : Prof. C. Raja Mohan
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“In comparison to previous prime ministers, Narendra Modi at 63, is a much younger PM; having a

younger and energetic leader has made a lot of difference about how the world today perceives India”

exclaimed Prof. C. Raja Mohan during the official release of his book  “Modi’s World : Expanding

India’s Sphere of Influence” held recently at The International Centre Goa, Dona Paula. This was a

Curtain Raiser Programme for Goa Arts & Literary Festival (GALF) 2015 and was organized by  The

International Centre Goa and Goa Writers’ Group in association with HarperCollins, UGC Centre for

Latin American Studies and Department of Political Science, Goa University. 

The book was officially released at the hands of Admiral Sureesh Mehta PVSM, AVSM; former Chief

of Naval Staff and former Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee in presence of Admiral Arun Prakash

former Chief of Naval Staff; Dr Rui Carvalho Baceira, Consul General of Portugal in Goa and Yatin G.

Kakodkar, President of The International Centre Goa and members of ICG.

Admiral Sureesh Mehta congratulated the author for having brought about an immense perspective

about the present PM’s ambitious foreign policy initiatives that have certainly been “quicker off block

than in earlier times” he said. The official release was followed by a conversation with the author, by

Dr. Rahul Tripathi - Associate Professor & Head, Department of Political Science, Goa University and

Dattesh Parulekar - Assistant Professor, UGC Centre for Latin American Studies, Goa University.

Prof. C. Raja Mohan, consulting editor on foreign affairs with the Indian Express explained “foreign

policy does not change with change in governance. Interests of any country are defined by geography,

population and history; and tend to remains constant. But there are certain moments when there are

changes  in  a  country’s  foreign  policy.  This  happens  either  when  there  are  dramatic  internal

transformations  or  when  there  are  dynamic  elements  in  the  international  situation.  These  changes

demand an adaptation and the same fundamentally alters the way in which a country reacts to the

world. 

In India also there were some instances in which there were fundamental changes in foreign policy.

The first instance was when the British Raj was replaced by the Nehru government and the second one

was in 1991 when our economy collapsed and there was a change in our financial orientation. 

The author also a distinguished fellow at  the Observer  Research Foundation,  New Delhi explained

further, “from 1991 every single government was a coalition government. But in 2014, it is the first

time after Rajiv Gandhi that anyone has had an absolute majority in the parliament. Narendra Modi  has

a reasonable authority over the party and he has come through an election in which he decisively won

himself. This structural change in the political situation in Delhi; the fact that he is young and the fact

that he has a majority means that he can deliver on a lot of things, that previous coalition governments



could not. These are the factors that have provided a basis for a more energetic, a more purposeful, and

more vigorous engagement that Narendra Modi has shown after taking over as prime minister.
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